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“And so we can now organise ourselves

without having to have like some very

big central entities, like big corporations

like Facebook, or whatever, whatever else,

or even properties at some point

governments or this kind of things, and that

you can just how you cooperate with other

people, and how you can do that now

through blockchain technology.”

Interview, June 2021

“…There's also like this, like, crypto culture 

that we were talking about that layer of  

culture that is caring a little bit more about 

distributing the power to everyone 

through whichever medium you have”

Interview, June 2021



DAO som köper en tillgång (asset) för demokratisk

tillgång (access)

DAO som bygger ett underliggande system som kan

inte bli styrd av en/få aktorer“So kind of  like a cooperative, right, but in a 
digital space and makes it easy to vote about 
stuff. And so what’s missing? I mean, at the moment, 
it’s really at the beginning. So yeah, like one problem is 
definitely like this onboarding, like how to make it 
easy for people to contribute. And then also like, it’s 
everything is just in the beginning. So people also 
don’t know how to make governance decisions.”

Interview, June 2021



“I think it has to do with breaking the cycle of

exploitation, which scientists are faced on a

daily basis. I’ve been publishing in the

journals like Nature Neuroscience during my

science career and these guys charge $11,800

to publish your work as open access. So, I

was on the frontline of the outraged people …

[I] know what it is to live on an extremely low

salary and to be in a precarious condition. I

have colleagues that I care a lot for, that, you

know, just cannot have families, the material

conditions are so constrained, and they’re

brilliant scientist, but it’s impossible…”

Former researcher, DAO participant, Interview Jun 2021





• Försöka köpa några / alla journaler 
(dyrt)

• Skapa helt nytt system med nya 
incitament (komplext)

• Något annat?

Proposals posted on Discord channel

“…fundamental re-engineering [of] the incentives around 

publishing scientific manuscripts”

where “instead of earning financial capital and social capital by 

publishing in trad[itional]-publications ([such as] nature, cell, or 

science), scientists will achieve the same goals by posting open-

access manuscripts. 

OADAO’s core product [then becomes] minting open-access 

manuscripts posted on arxiv.org [an open-access repository of 

electronic pre-prints and post-prints] into NFTs [a unique 

digital identifier, recorded on a blockchain, that cannot be 

copied or substituted and can be used to verify authenticity or 

ownership] that are listed on OpenSea [an NFT 

marketplace].”





• Tydligt (men komplext) problem, otydligt lösning

• Något folk brinner för?







Small group discussion



OADAO working groups
Working group Area of contribution

Academic strategy Discussions and strategy formation to engage 

academics and universities

Legal Expertise and discussions related to real or perceived 

legal issues

Marketing and 

design

Discussion and coordination of marketing, design, and 

strategies for outreach

Memes and social Light-hearted discussions where memes and similar 

were shared

Moderators Coordination of moderation activities in different 

channels 

Partnerships Suggestions and discussions of partnerships

Press and PR Expertise and discussions related to press inquiries

Tokenomics and 

Governance

Proposals and discussions about the technical 

architecture of the DAO

Development Discussions and coordination of implementation 

activities




